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Grigorov,Grigor (2503) - Michelakos,
Panagiotis (1996) 
Kavala op 19th Kavala (5), 03.08.2010 

 I hope that the previous two examples 

shed enough light on the methods of coping with 

the isolated pawn in the endgame. We already 

know which pieces have to be exchanged and 

which should remain on board. This fundamental 

knowledge will help us understand better the 

middlegame positions with an isolated pawn. The 

last example that I would like to share comes 

from one of my own games, played in 2010 in the 

Open Tournament in Kavala (Greece). Despite 

the modest rating of my opponent Michelakos, he 

performed very well until the fifth round, when 

he had to play against me. Looking at his games, I 

discovered that when he plays a familiar 

variation and the position is full of tactical 

resources, he could defeat a stronger player. 

Considering this, I decided to play a quiet 

position that promises a long, manoeuvrable 

game, where the lack of experience and the age of 

my opponent would have their say. After the 

opening, a typical position with an isolated pawn 

arose, in which White already shaped a slight 

advantage. The exchange of the dark-squared 

bishops and the chances for Black to  organize  an 

attack  on   the  

kingside were not real. However, the queens are 

still on the board, which means that Black still 

has some dynamic potential. White's short-term 

plan contains two main goals: 1) the blockade of 

the isolated pawn; 2) the exchange of the minor 

pieces. Under the circumstances, White's move is 

absolutely logical: 

 The knight seeks to go on "d4", from 

where it is safe to block the black isolated pawn. 

Black does not have enough resources to control 

the "d4" square. In this type of positions, it is 

obvious that the exchange of the dark-squared 

bishops is only beneficial for White. 



White begins to prepare for the siege of the 

isolated pawn. As we already saw in the game 

between Ivanchuk and Aronian, the pairing of the 

rooks on the "d" file is always recommended. 

With the last move, White not only removes the 

pressure from the "b2" pawn, but also prepares 

the  followed by pairing of the rooks. 

Besides that, the  move has another 

substantial advantage, now the "c4" square is 

under the control and Black does not have the 

typical counter play, related to 
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Black chooses the most optimal places for his 
minor pieces. Placed on "e4", the bishop in a way 
paralyses White's army. If we assume for a 
moment that White weakens the control of the 
"d4" square, then the black bishop can be 
exchanged for the knight on "f3", followed by the 
movement of the central pawn. Also, in some 
positions, White should consider the idea or 
relocation of the rook on the sixth horizontal, 
through the maneuver (see the first article 
on isolated pawn by Viktor Gavrikov). Another 
way to strengthen the control over the "d4" 
square would be to play  at the right moment. 
It was the thought of this character that 
prompted me to exchange the black light-
squared bishop without losing any time. 

 Offering to exchange the light-squared 
bishops, White indirectly prevents the Nf5. Black 
faces difficult strategical dilemma. Black has to 
decide if it safer to remain with an isolated pawn 
or to pass into a position in which his pawn goes 
on "e4" after the exchange of the bishops. Let us 
assume the second scenario. Because it will be 
more distant from the black field, "e4" pawn 
would be much more difficult to protect. It will be 
strong in situations where space advantage 
would allow Black to organize a quick attack on 
the kingside. In this case, Black's problem is 
further complicated by the fact that White 
possesses the "d" open file. Alternatively, if Black 
chooses to play the position with the isolated 

pawn, he will be doomed to passive defense until 
the end of the game. My opponent chose the latter 
continuation.

 The first serious 
inaccuracy. Black voluntarily goes to a position in 
which his queen will be placed inappropriately in 
the center on the board - on "e4" it becomes an 
easy target for white pieces. 

From my point of view, Black should have chosen 
the following continuation:
with the idea . The 
position now has an endgame character which 
means that the blockade of the isolated pawn is 
not enough. White will be forced to look for 
opportunities to put more pressure on the pawn, 
but the pair of the black rooks on the "c" file is 
ready to invade the second horizontal as soon as 
the white knight leaves the "d4" square. Another 
possible development of the position includes 
massive exchange of the rooks on the "c" file, but 
we already know that when we play against an 
isolated pawn, we should avoid the exchange of 
heavy pieces. Maybe White could gradually 
increase the pressure through  and 
so on. But even in this case, the lack of the second 
weakness in Black's position makes the 
advantage minimal. 

 It's impossible to play
because of ! and White is winning. 

 With the last move, White begins to 
reorganize his forces for the attack on the pawn. 
According to the position, the knight can go on 
"c3" as well as on "g3" and "f4". 

 My opponent has no intention of 
becoming a passive observer of the events and 
seeks to create threats on the kingside. The rook 
is directed to "g6" from where it predetermines 
the career of the white knight. 

 The 
maneuvers of the white queen manage to create 
coordination problems between the black pieces 
and my opponent can no longer create serious 
threats on the kingside. Now the knight goes to 
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"c3", from where it will attack the isolated pawn. 



Extremely serious positional mistake. With his 
last move, Michelakos irreparably weakens the 
kingside and creates the second weakness so 
wanted by me. 



Important moment! Until now, I consciously 
avoided the exchange of the queens because I 
thought I could not place enough pressure on the 
only black weakness - the isolated pawn on "d5". 
After the weakening movement g7–g5, such an 
exchange becomes attractive as it is now possible 
to create combined pressure on both 
weaknesses. It was better for white for the 
exchange to take place on the "g4" square, 

because a white pawn on "g4" would have fixed 
the weakness on "h6" and the semi-opened "h" 
file is now available for the white rooks. 

 A new 
inaccuracy. With this last move, Black blocks the 
connection between the rook on "d6" and the 
weakened pawn on "h6". His desire to centralize 
the king as soon as possible in order to increase 
the protection of the isolated pawn is completely 
understandable. However, the isolated pawn is 
not in great danger due to the fact that White 
cannot increase the pressure on it. 

 White applied the golden rule of endgame - 
do not rush! Before taking offensive action 
against the opponent's weaknesses, it is better to 
occupy space and to optimally activate all pieces. 
White's short-term plan includes moves such as 
f2–f4 and .Note that after the second 
horizontal is released, the white rooks can be 
paired on the "h" file, as well as on "d" file. 

 This move 
is inaccurate because it unnecessarily weakens 
"c5" square, where the white knight could have 
been placed. Of course it is not easy to defend 
patiently a passive position without counter play. 



Very important move! Before playing  I 
wanted to make sure that Black does not have 
any counter play related to the breakthrough d5–
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d4. White's threat is , followed by placing 
both rooks on the "h" file. 



Black is prepared to quickly include the rooks in 
the defense of the "h6" pawn, but now there is a 
new problem - the weakness on the "c5" square 
and the vulnerable pawn on "a6". In fact, this is 
precisely where white knight is directed. 

 Black wants to take the control over the 
"c5" square by placing the rook on "c8", however, 
"" cannot participate in the defense of the "h" 
pawn. 

The move  is no longer effective, because 
White has a strong counter move  with the 
blockade of the pawn. After the knight takes the 
"d3" square, the "c" file will become available to 
the white rooks. There are five weaknesses in 
Black's position - "h6", "d4", "a6", "f5", and "c5". 

! 

The black knight firmly protects the weakened 
pawn on "h6", but can no longer participate in the 
defense of the "f5" square where the white knight 
headed. 



 The black pieces are really tight. The goal of 
White's invasion is now the "e6" square. The 
threat is  followed by the winning of the 
isolated pawn. The knight on "e6" can always be 
supported by f4–f5. 

 

The decisive mistake in a hopeless position. Here 
comes the spectacular finale: 

 Black resigns. 

1–0 
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